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a path from a gate bonding portion to each gate and 
[73] Assignee: Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo. Japan eliminating an unbalance in resistances of respective gates. 

and which obtain a higher output by eliminating a limitation 
in current capacity due to the thickness of a ?rst metal layer. 
In this insulated gate semiconductor device. a ?rst aluminum 
layer is connected in parallel onto a gate electrode made of 
polycrystalline silicon. The adjacent gates. each having such 
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aluminum layer is connected to the center of the connection 
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portion of the adjacent gates through an opening portion. A 
gate bonding portion is provided at the center of the lead-out 
electrode. Each of source and drain electrodes is also of a 
double layer structure having the ?rst aluminum layer and 
the second aluminum layer. 
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HIGH FREQUENCY/HIGH OUTPUT 
INSULATED GATE SEMICONDUCTOR 

DEVICE WITH REDUCED AND BALANCED 
GATE RESISTANCE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an insulated gate semi 
conductor device. and particularly to an insulated gate 
semiconductor device suitable for high frequency/high out 
put applications. 
One example of an insulated gate semiconductor device 

of this type. is a high frequency/high output MOS type ?eld 
etfect transistor (hereinafter. referred to as “MOSH-LT”) as 
described in Japanese Patent Publication No. Hei 6-5752. 

FIG. 6A is a schematic plan view showing the con?gu 
ration of the above-described prior art high frequency/high 
output MOSFET; FIG. 6B is a sectional view taken on line 
I—-I of FIG. 6A showing an active region of the MOSFET; 
and FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken on line II—II of FIG. 
6A showing a gate lead-out electrode portion of the MOS 
PET 

In these ?gures. reference numeral 21 indicates a p-type 
silicon substrate having a high impurity concentration; 22 is 
a p-type epitaxial layer; 23 is a silicon oxide ?lm for a gate 
insulator; 24 is a conductive layer for a gate electrode. which 
is made of a compound of a refractory metal (for example. 
molybdenum) and silicon. that is. a metal silicide; 25 is an 
interval insulator; 26 is a source metal electrode made of a 
metal such as aluminum; 27 is a drain metal electrode made 
of a metal such as aluminum; 28 is a bonding metal electrode 
for gate external connection; 29 is an island-shape electrode 
having a resistivity lower than that of the conductive layer 
24 for a gate electrode; 30 is a contact hole for connecting 
a source layer 35 having a high impurity concentration to the 
source metal electrode 26; 31 is a contact hole for connect 
ing a drain layer 36 having a high impurity concentration to 
the drain metal electrode 27; 32 is a contact hole for the 
bonding metal electrode 28 for gate external connection; 33 
is a bonding metal electrode for drain external connection. 
which is a widely extended portion of the drain metal 
electrode 27; 34 is a bonding metal electrode for source 
external connection, which is a widely extended portion of 
the source metal electrode 26; and 37 is a drain layer having 
a low impurity concentration. In addition. the drain layer 36 
and the sotn'ce layer 35. each of which has a high impurity 
concentration, are simultaneously formed in the same pro 
cess. 

As shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B. one-end of each of the 
stripe-shape conductive layers 24 for the gate electrodes. 
each of which is covered with the island-shape electrode 29 
on a channel region. extend outside the channel regions and 
are connected to each other under the source metal electrode 
26. The commonly connected stripe-shape conductive layers 
24 for gate electrodes are then connected to the bonding 
metal electrode 28 for gate external connection. In addition, 
as shown in FIG. 7. the gate lead-out electrode portion is of 
a structure in which the source electrode 26 is superimposed 
on the conductive layer 24 for a gate electrode through the 
oxide film 25. 

Incidentally. a conductive layer for a gate electrode is 
often made of a refractory metal such as molybdenum or 
tungsten for forming a source/drain region in self-alignment. 
The refractory metal. however. has a high reactivity against 
water and thereby it tends to be strongly oxidized. 
Consequently. in the case where a conductive layer for a gate 
electrode is made of a refractory metal. a suitable measure. 
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2 
for example. of adding a step of provision of a protection 
?lm against oxidation is required. On the contrary. in the 
high frequency/high output MOSFEI‘ having the con?gu 
ration shown in FIGS. 6A. 6B and FIG. 7. the conductive 
layer for a gate electrode is made of a refractory metal 
silicide which has a high resistivity but is stable in an 
oxidizing atmosphere. In this high frequency/high output 
MOSFE'I‘. to reduce an increase in gate resistance due to the 
use of the refractory metal silicide. the island-shape elec 
trode 29 having a low resistivity is. at a stripe-shape ?nger 
portion of the conductive layer 24 for a gate electrode. 
connected in parallel onto the conductive layer 24 made of 
the refractory metal silicide. This is effective to improve 
frequency characteristics and output characteristics in a high 
frequency region. 
The prior art insulated gate semiconductor device having 

the above con?guration. however. has the following disad 
vantage. In this insulated gate semiconductor device. as 
described above. the island-shape electrode 29 having a low 
resistivity is connected in parallel onto the conductive layer 
24 at the gate-?nger portion for the purpose of lowering an 
effect of using the refractory metal silicide having a high 
resistivity as the conductive layer for a gate electrode. 
However. the path of the gate lead-out electrode portion 
directly under the source electrode 26. which extends from 
the bonding metal electrode 28 for gate external connection 
to the gate-?nger portion where the island-shape electrode 
29 is connected in parallel onto the conductive layer 24. is 
still made of the refractory metal silicide having a high 
resistivity. Moreover. in the arrangement of the gate-?nger 
portions, the path of the gate-?nger portion apart from the 
bonding metal electrode 28 for gate external connection has 
a resistance higher than the path of the gate-?nger portion 
near to the bonding metal electrode 28 for gate external 
connection. As a result. in a high frequency region ranging 
from 1 GHz to 5 GHz. an etfect of the unbalance in the gate 
resistances of the conductive layers 24 for gate electrodes 
becomes larger. and further a delay occurs due to a capaci 
tance between the conductive layer 24 for a gate electrode 
and the source metal electrode 26 and also due to the 
resistance of the conductive layer 24 for a gate electrode. 
This fails to obtain desirable high frequency characteristics. 
The above-described prior art insulated gate semiconduc 

tor device has another disadvantage. Speci?cally. since the 
low resistance metal electrode made of aluminum or the like 
is constituted of one layer. the thickness of the metal 
electrode layer cannot be increased so much for forming a 
?ne pattern. This makes it di?icult to increase a current 
capacity and hence to obtain a higher output. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide an 
insulated gate semiconductor device capable of ?nely pro 
cessing a gate electrode with a high reliability and forming 
source and drain layers in self-alignment. and further 
capable of obtaining desirable high frequency/high output 
characteristics by eliminating a limitation in current capacity 
due to the thickness of a ?rst low resistance metal layer and 
arranging gate electrodes in such a manner as not to generate 
an unbalance in the gate resistances by way of respective 
gate-?nger portions. 
To achieve the above object, according to a ?rst aspect of 

the present invention. there is provided an insulated gate 
semiconductor device wherein a double layer structure is 
provided for each gate electrode. having a lower conductive 
layer and; 
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a ?rst metal conductive layer having a resistance lower 
than that of the conductive layer which is provided over 
the conductive layer with a ?rst interval insulator 
formed between a part of the conductive layer and a 
part of the ?rst metal conductive layer. 

A second interval insulator provided in such a manner as 
to cover the ?rst metal conductive layer. and a second metal 
conductive layer is provided on the second interval insulator. 
First layer drain electrode are made of the ?rst metal 
conductive layer. and connected to the drain layer through an 
opening portion formed in the ?rst interval insulator pro 
vided on the drain layer. First source electrodes are made of 
the ?rst metal conductive layer and connected to the source 
layer through another opening portion formed in the ?rst 
interval insulator provided on the source layer. Second layer 
drain electrodes are made of the second metal conductive 
layer and arranged such that one end of each is connected to 
a ?rst layer drain electrode through an opening portion 
formed in the second interval insulator provided on the ?rst 
layer drain electrodes and the other end is connected to the 
other end side of the adjacent second layer drain electrode. 
Second layer source electrodes made of the second metal 
conductive layer are arranged such that one end of each is 
connected to the ?rst layer source electrode through an 
opening portion formed in the second interval insulator 
provided on the ?rst laym source electrode and the other 
ends thereof forms an extended portion positioned outside 
the channel region. 
The gate electrodes, which are adjacent to each other with 

the ?rst layer drain electrode therebetween. extend outside 
the channel regions on one side of the second layer drain 
electrodes and are connected to each other. to form connec 
tion portions. Second layer gate electrodes. which are made 
of the second metal conductive layer. are provided such that 
one end of each is connected to the connection portion of the 
gate electrodes through an opening portion formed in the 
second interval insulator at the center of the connection 
portion of the gate electrodes, and the other end side thereof 
extends to an electrode for gate external connection through 
the space between the adjacent extended portions of the 
second layer source electrodes. This electrode for gate 
external connection is provided at the center of the com 
monly connected portion of the second layer gate electrodes. 

In this insulated gate semiconductor device. opening 
portions for connecting the conductive layer for a gate 
electrode to the ?rst layer gate electrode may be provided in 
the ?rst interval insulator at a plurality of locations for each 
gate-?nger portion. For example. as shown in FIG. 5A. 
rectangular opening portions 60 can be provided in an 
interval insulator 13 of a conductive layer 9 for a gate 
electrode in such a manner as to be spaced from each other 
at intervals of 20 pm. 

Areach-through layer having the ?rst conducting type. for 
example. a p-type reach-through layer 20 shown in FIGS. 
3A and 3B. is preferably provided in the semiconductor 
layer directly under the extended portion of the source 
electrode in such a manner as to reach the semiconductor 
substrate. Moreover. a bottom surface source electrode (for 
example. indicated by the reference numeral 50 in FIGS. 3A 
and 3B) is preferably provided on the bottom surface of the 
semiconductor substrate. 

In this case. as shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B. the p-type 
reach-through layer 20 may be provided at a portion sepa 
rated from a channel region directly under a stripe-shape 
source electrode 10. 

Base layers having the ?rst conducting type. for example. 
p-type base layers shown in FIG. 3B. may be further 
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4 
provided in the channel region and a source layer forming 
region of the semiconductor layer in such a manner as to 
reach the semiconductor substrate. 
The lower conductive layer of each electrode is preferably 

made of polycrystalline silicon or a metal silicide. 
According to the insulated gate semiconductor device of 

the present invention. as described above. there is provided 
a second layer drain electrode made of the second metal 
conductive layer. which is arranged such that one end side 
thereof is connected to the ?rst layer drain electrode through 
an opening portion formed in the second interval insulator 
provided on the ?rst layer drain electrode and the other end 
side thereof is connected to the other end side of the adjacent 
second layer drain electrode. Accordingly. a limitation in 
current capacity in the case of provision of only the ?rst 
layer drain electrode is lowered. that is. the current capacity 
is made larger. thus obtaining a higher output. Moreover. the 
bonding portion for drain external connection. which is 
made of the second metal conductive layer. allows a para 
sitic capacitance in the bonding portion for drain external 
connection to be reduced. 

In this insulated gate semiconductor device. as described 
above. the second layer source electrode. which is made of 
the second metal conductive layer. is arranged such that one 
end side thereof is connected to the ?rst layer source 
electrode through an opening portion formed in the second 
interval insulator provided on the ?rst layer source electrode 
and the other end side thereof forms an extended portion 
positioned outside the channel region. This second layer 
source electrode is used as an electrode for source external 
connection. that is. a bonding pad portion. Moreover. in the 
con?guration where the reach-through layer is provided 
directly under the extended portion and the bottom surface 
source electrode is provided on the bottom surface of the 
semiconductor substrate. the bonding of the source is not 
required, thereby reducing the inductance of the source. 

Moreover. in this insulated gate semiconductor device. as 
described above. the ?rst layer gate electrodes, which are 
adjacent to each other while putting the ?rst layer drain 
electrode therebetween. extend outside the channel regions 
on one-end sides of the second layer drain electrodes 
together with the lower conductive layers for the gate 
electrodes and are connected to each other. to form connec 
tion portions; :1 second layer gate electrode. which is made 
of the second metal conductive layer. is provided such that 
the one-end side thereof is connected to the connection 
portion of the ?rst layer gate electrodes through an opening 
portion formed in the second interval insulator at the center 
of the connection portion of the ?rst layer gate electrodes. 
and the other end side thereof extends to an electrode for 
gate external connection through the space between the 
adjacent extended portions of the second layer source elec 
trodes; and the electrode for gate external connection is 
provided at the center of the commonly connected portion of 
the second layer gate electrodes. Accordingly. an unbalance 
in gate resistances from the electrode for gate external 
connection to the gate/?nger portions can be eliminated. 
Moreover, since the second layer gate electrode is connected 
to the electrode for gate external connection in such a 
manner as not to cross the source electrode. a parasitic 
capacitance between the source and gate can be reduced. 
This makes it possible to obtain desirable high frequency 
characteristics in a frequency band ranging from 0.5 to 5 
GHz. 

In the con?guration where the opening portions for con 
necting the conductive layer for a gate electrode to the ?rst 
layer gate electrode are provided by a plurality of pieces for 
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each one gate-?nger portion, a desirable connection can be 
ensured even when the width of the gate-?nger portion is 
made ?ne. 

In the con?guration where the reach-through layer having 
the ?rst conducting type is provided in a portion directly 
under the ?rst layer source electrode. the source resistance 
can be reduced. 

In the con?guration where the base layers each having the 
?rst conducting type are provided in both the channel region 
and the source layer forming region of the semiconductor 
layer in such a manner as to reach the semiconductor 
substrate. it becomes possible to control the threshold value 
and to reduce the source resistance. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A is a plan view showing an embodiment of an 
insulated gate semiconductor device according to the present 
invention; 

FIG. 1B is a sectional view taken on line I—I of FIG. 1A 
showing the con?guration of an active region; 

FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken on line ]I-—]] of FIG. 1A 
showing the con?guration of a gate lead-out electrode 
portion; 

FIG. 3A is a plan view showing another embodiment of 
the insulated gate semiconductor device according to the 
present invention; 

FIG. 3B is a sectional view taken on line I—I of FIG. 3A 
showing the con?guration of an active region; 

FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on line II-II of FIG. 3A 
showing the con?guration of a gate lead-out electrode 
portion; 

FIG. 5A is a plan view showing a further embodiment of 
the insulated gate semiconductor device according to the 
present invention; and 

FIG. 5B is a sectional view taken on line II—II of FIG. 5A 
showing the con?guration of a gate lead-out electrode 
portion; 

FIG. 6A is a schematic plan view showing the con?gu 
ration of a prior art high frequency/high output MOSFET; 

FIG. 6B is a sectional view taken on line I—I of FIG. 6A 
showing the con?guration of an active region; and 

FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken on line lI—II of FIG. 6A 
showing the con?guration of a gate lead-out electrode 
portion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Hereinafter. embodiments of an insulated gate semicon 
ductor device according to the present invention will be 
described with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

Embodiment 1 

A ?rst embodiment of the insulated gate semiconductor 
device according to the present invention will be described 
with reference to FIGS. IA. 1B and 2. FIG. 1A is a plan view 
of a high frequency/high output MOSFEI‘ as the ?rst 
embodiment; FIG. 1B is a sectional view taken on line I—I 
of FIG. 1A showing the con?guration of an active region 
portion; and FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken on line 11-11 
of FIG. 1A showing the con?guration of a gate lead-out 
electrode portion. In addition. in FIG. 1A. for a clearer 
understanding. only patterns of electrode layers and opening 
portions provided on an oxide ?lm and interval insulators 
are shown. and patterns of impurity layers are omitted. 
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6 
In FIGS. 1A and ID. reference numeral 1 indicates a 

p-type semiconductor substrate having a resistivity of 0.01 
0cm. A p-type silicon epitaxial layer 2 having a resistivity 
of 10 Qcm is formed on the p-type semiconductor substrate 
1 to a thickness of 4 pm by an epitaxy process. An n-type 
source layer 4 and drain layer 5 having a high impurity 
concentration respectively are formed in the surface of the 
epitaxial layer 2 by implantation of ions of phosphorous. An 
n-type drain layer 6 having a low impurity concentration is 
formed around the n-type drain layer 5 by implantation of 
ions of arsenic. The n-type drain layer 6 is effective to 
improve the withstanding voltage of the drain. In this 
embodiment. a channel region 7. that is. the gate length. 
speci?ed by a distance between the n-type source layer 4 
having a high impurity concentration and the n-type drain 
layer 6 having a low impurity concentration is set at 0.5 pm 
A conductive layer 9 for a gate electrode. which is formed 
by patterning of a polycrystalline silicon layer (thickness: 
0.1 pm) highly doped with phosphorous. is provided on the 
surface of the p-type epitaxial layer 2 through a gate oxide 
?lm 8 having a thickness of 25 nm. In addition. the n-type 
source layer 4 and the n-type drain layer 6 are. of course. 
formed in self-alignment relative to the conductive layer 9 
for a gate electrode. A ?rst aluminum layer source electrode 
10 is connected to the n-type source layer 4 through an 
opening portion 18 formed in the gate oxide ?lm 8 and an 
interval insulator 13. A ?rst aluminum layer drain electrode 
11 is also connected to the n-type drain layer 5 through an 
opening portion 19 formed in the gate oxide ?lm 8 and the 
interval insulator 13. A ?rst aluminum layer gate electrode 
12 is connected onto the conductive layer 9 for a gate 
electrode which is made of the polycrystalline silicon. In this 
embodiment. as shown in FIG. 1A. center portions of two 
pieces of the U-shaped gate electrodes 12 are symmetrically 
connected to a gate bonding portion 41 as an electrode for 
gate external connection through opening portions 40 pro 
vided in the interval insulators 14 and also through second 
aluminum layer gate lead-out conductive layers 17. A sec 
ond aluminum layer source electrode 15 is connected onto 
the ?rst aluminum layer source electrode 10 formed in the 
source region through an opening portion provided in the 
interval insulator 14. The source electrode 15 extends out 
side the region of each stripe-shape source layer 4. to form 
a source bonding portion 42 as an electrode for source 
external connection. A second aluminum layer drain elec 
trode 16 is connected onto the ?rst aluminum layer drain 
electrode 11 through an opening portion provided in the 
interval insulator 14. The drain electrode 16 extends outside 
each of the stripe-shape drain layers 5 and 6. to form a drain 
bonding portion 43 as an electrode for drain external con 
nection. 

In this embodiment having the above-described 
con?guration. the conductive layer for a gate electrode is of 
a double layer structure having the aluminum layer and the 
polycrystalline silicon layer and thereby it is reduced in its 
resistance. Moreover. the paths from the gate bonding por 
tion 41 to respective gate-?nger portions are symmetric to 
each other. to prevent the occurrence of an unbalance in gate 
resistance. Additionally. since the structure of the gate 
portion has the structure of the polycrystalline silicon/silicon 
oxide ?lm/silicon. it is excellent in thermal stability. As a 
result. properties of the gate are not changed even after being 
subjected to a heat treatment at about 1000° C. The con 
ductive layer for a gate electrode. which is made of poly 
crysatalline silicon. is easy to ?nely processed to the degree 
of 1 pm or less. Moreover. since the electrode for gate 
external connection is made of the second aluminum layer 
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and further the conductive layer 17 for a gate electrode is 
arranged not to cross the source electrode 15. a parasitic 
capacitance between the gate and source is made smaller. so 
that the entire resistances and ?oating capacitances of the 
gate electrodes can be easily reduced Thus. it becomes 
possible to signi?cantly enhance high frequency character 
istics and reliability of the MOSFET of the present invention 
as compared with conventional MOSFETS. 

In an electric power ampli?er for a cellular telephone 
using the trial high frequency/high output MOSFE'I‘ accord 
ing to this embodiment, the ef?ciency is increased up to 55% 
at an ampli?ed output power of 2 W in an operational 
frequency band of 1.8 GHZ. This is signi?cantly improved 
in frequency and ef?ciency as compared with the conven 
tional MOSFET in which the el?ciency is 50% at an 
ampli?ed output power of 2 W in an operational frequency 
band of 800 MHz. 

Embodiment 2 

Next. a second embodiment of the insulated gate semi 
conductor device of the present invention will be described 
with reference to FIGS. 3A. 3B and FIG. 4. FIG. 3Ais a plan 
view of a high frequency/high output MOSFET as another 
embodiment; FIG. 3B is a sectional view taken on line I—I 
of FIG. 3A showing the con?guration of an active region; 
and FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken on line [I—II of FIG. 
3A showing a gate lead-out electrode portion. In FIG. 3A of 
this embodiment. for a clearer understanding, electrode 
layers. opening portions provided in an oxide ?lm and 
interval insulators. and reach-through layers are indicated. 
but a drain layer. source layer and a base layer are omitted. 
In FIGS. 3A. 3B and FIG. 4. portions identical to those of 
the ?rst embodiment shown in FIGS. 1A. 1B and FIG. 2 are 
referred to by the same reference numerals. and detailed 
explanation thereof is omitted. This embodiment is different 
from the previous embodiment in the following points. A 
p-type reach-through layer 20 having a high impurity con 
centration is formed at a portion separated from a channel 
region 7 directly under a source electrode in such a manner 
as to reach a semiconductor substrate 1. A p-type base layer 
3 is provided at a portion in the channel region 7 in such a 
manner as to reach the semiconductor substrate 1. Moreover. 
the n-type source layer 4. the p-type base layer 3 and the 
reach-through layer 20 are connected to a ?rst aluminum 
layer source electrode 10 through an opening portion 18 
formed in oxide ?lms 8 and 13. The p-type base layer 3 may 
be formed by implantation of ions of boron. The p-type 
reach-through layer 20 having a high impurity concentration 
may be formed by ion implantation or deposition. 

This embodiment having the above-described con?gura 
tion exhibits the following advantages. in addition to those 
of the previous embodiment. In the high frequency/high 
output MOSFET of this embodiment. the p-type reach 
through layer 20 having a high impurity concentration is 
provided. Accordingly. a source current can be taken out 
from the bottom surface source electrode 50 formed on the 
bottom surface of the semiconductor substrate 1 without any 
bonding wire. so that it becomes possible to reduce the 
source resistance and to eliminate an inductance component 
due to a bonding wire. Moreover. the provision of the p-type 
base layer 3 leads to control of a threshold value in the 
channel region 7 at a desirable value. 

In the case where the p-type base layer 3 has a relatively 
high concentration. it may serve as the reach-through layer 
20. The p-type reach-through layers 20 may be provided 
under the wide source electrodes of the ?rst aluminum layer 
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8 
and the second aluminum layer which extend from one end 
of the source region. or may be provided under the wide 
source electrodes of the ?rst aluminum layer and the second 
aluminum layer which extend from both the ends of the 
source region as shown in the third embodiment described 
later. 

In an electric power ampli?er for a cellular telephone 
using the trial high frequency/high output MOSFET accord 
ing to this embodiment. the e?iciency is increased up to 60% 
at an ampli?ed output power of 2 W in an operational 
frequency band of 1.8 GHz. This is signi?cantly improved 
in frequency and e?iciency as compared with the conven 
tional MOSFET in which the e?iciency is 50% at an 
ampli?ed output power of 2 W in an operational frequency 
band of 800 MHz. 

Embodiment 3 

Next. the third embodiment of the insulated gate semi 
conductor device of the present invention will be described 
with reference to FIGS. 5A and 513. FIG. 5A is a plan view 
of a high frequency/high output MOSFET as the third 
embodiment; and FIG. 5B is a sectional view taken on line 
11-11 of FIG. 5A showing the con?guration of a gate 
lead-out electrode portion. In FIG. 5A. for a clearer 
understanding. electrode layers. opening portions formed in 
an oxide ?lm and interval insulators. and a reach-through 
layer are shown. but a drain layer. source layer and a base 
layer are omitted. It is to be noted that the sectional 
con?guration of the active region shown by line I—I of FIG. 
5A is the same as that shown in FIG. 3B in Embodiment 2. 
and therefore. the explanation thereof is omitted. 

This embodiment is different from Embodiment 2 in the 
following points. A polycrystalline silicon conductive layer 
9 for a gate electrode is separated from a ?rst aluminum 
layer gate electrode 12 by means of an interval insulator 13. 
and they are connected to each other through a plurality of 
small-sized rectangular opening portions 60 provided in the 
interval insulator 13. A?rst aluminum layer source electrode 
10 and a second aluminum layer source electrode 15 extend 
from both the ends of a channel region. and the p-type 
reach-through layers 20 are provided at the widely extended 
electrode portions. In addition. in this embodiment. the 
opening portions 60 of the gate-?nger portion of the poly 
crystalline silicon conductive layer 9 for a gate electrode are 
provided in such a manner as to be spaced from each other 
at intervals of e.g. 20 pm. 

This embodiment having the above con?guration has the 
following features. in addition to the advantages of Embodi 
ment 2. In the high frequency/high output MOSFET in this 
embodiment. the p-type reach-through layers 20 having a 
high impurity concentration are provided in wide electrode 
portions which are the portions of the ?rst layer aluminum 
source electrode 10 and the second aluminum layer source 
electrode 15 extending from both the ends of the channel 
region. Accordingly. the source resistance can be further 
reduced as compared with Embodiment 2. thus enhancing 
high frequency characteristics. Moreover. since a plurality 
of the opening portions 60 are provided in the interval 
insulator 13 between the polycrystalline silicon conductive 
layer 9 for a gate electrode and the ?rst aluminum layer gate 
electrode 12. it becomes possible to reduce a damage to the 
polycrystalline silicon conductive layer 9 for a gate elec 
trode due to over etching as compared with the case where 
an elongated opening portion is formed. and hence to obtain 
a desirable connection even when the width of the gate 
?nger portion is made ?ne. In the con?guration of this 
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embodiment. since the inductance of the source is made 
lower. high frequency characteristics can be also obtained. 

In addition. according to the con?guration of this 
embodiment. since the source electrode is taken out from the 
bottom surface of the substrate and the drain electrodes can 
be provided over the whole front surface, the heat generated 
from the channel can be easily scattered. so that the ther 
mally breaking strength can be improved more than that of 
the conventional example. 
As described above, according to the present invention. a 

gate electrode of the insulated gate semiconductor device 
can be ?nely processed; the resistances of wirings extending 
from gate-?nger portions to a gate bonding portion can be 
reduced without any unbalance in the resistance; and the 
?oating capacitance can be reduced because the lead-out 
wirings between the source and gate are arranged without 
crossing. Thus. a high frequency performance fully operable 
in a frequency band ranging from 1 GHz to 5 GHz can be 
obtained. In addition, since each of the source electrode and 
the drain electrode is of a double layer structure and thereby 
it can be increased in thickness. a high output performance 
can be obtained without any limitation in current capacity. 

Although the preferred embodiments of the present inven 
tion have been described, such description is for illustrative 
purposes only. and it is to be understood that changes and 
variations may be made without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the present invention. For example, a p-channel 
MOSFET can, of course, be of obtained by changing the 
conductivity type. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An insulated gate semiconductor device comprising: 
a semiconductor substrate having a ?rst conductivity type; 
a semiconductor layer having the ?rst conductivity type, 
which is formed on said semiconductor substrate; 

a plurality of drain regions and source regions, each 
having a second conductivity type, which are alternat 
ing provided in the surface of said semiconductor layer; 

a plurality of channel regions having the ?rst conductivity 
type, which are each respectively formed between a 
corresponding said drain region and a corresponding 
said source region; 

a plurality of gate electrodes respectively provided on said 
channel regions through gate insulators, wherein said 
gate electrodes are comprised of a plurality of ?rst layer 
gate electrodes each having a gate conductive layer 
formed on one of the gate insulators and a plurality of 
second layer gate electrodes each having a ?rst gate 
metal conductive layer formed on a corresponding said 
gate conductive layer and having a resistance lower 
than that of said corresponding gate conductive layer; 

a ?rst interval insulator provided between a portion of one 
of said gate insulators and a portion of one of said ?rst 
gate metal conductive layers for each of said gate 
electrodes; 

a second interval insulator provided in such a manner as 
to cover said ?rst gate metal conductive layers; 

a second gate metal conductive layer provided on said 
second interval insulator; 

a plurality of ?rst layer drain electrodes made of ?rst drain 
metal conductive layers. which are respectively con 
nected to said drain regions through ?rst opening 
portions formed in said ?rst interval insulator provided 
on said drain regions; 

a plurality of ?rst layer source electrodes made of ?rst 
source metal conductive layers, which are respectively 
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10 
connected to said source regions through second open 
ing portions formed in said ?rst interval insulator 
provided on said source regions; 

wherein each of said ?rst gate metal conduc?ve layers and 
each of said gate conductive layers contact one another 
to form a corresponding said gate electrode through a 
third opening portion formed in said ?rst interval 
insulator; 

a plurality of second layer drain electrodes made of 
second drain metal conductive layers which each have 
?rst and second ends and which are arranged such that 
the ?rst end is connected to a corresponding said ?rst 
layer drain electrode through a ?rst opening portion 
formed in said second interval insulator provided on 
said corresponding ?rst layer drain electrode and the 
second end is connected to the second end of adjacent 
second layer drain electrode; 

a plurality of second layer source electrodes made of 
second source metal conductive layers, which each 
have ?rst and second ends and which each are arranged 
such that the ?rst end is connected to said ?rst layer 
source electrode through a second opening portion 
formed in said second interval insulator provided on 
said ?rst layer source electrode and the second end 
form an extended portion positioned outside said chan 
nel region; 

wherein said gate electrodes, which are adjacent to each 
other with said ?rst layer drain electrodes respectively 
intmposed therebetween. extend outside said channel 
regions on the ?rst end side of said second layer drain 
electrodes such that groups of said gate electrodes are 
connected to each other to form connection portions; 

a plurality of third layer gate electrodes, which are made 
of second gate metal conductive layers and which each 
have ?rst and second ends, wherein each of said third 
layer gate electrodes is arranged such that the ?rst end 
is connected to a corresponding one of said connection 
portions of said gate electrodes through a third opening 
portion formed in said second interval insulator at a 
center of said corresponding one of said connection 
portions of said gate electrodes, and the second end 
extend to be commonly connected to one another by an 
electrode for gate external connection through a space 
between the adjacent extended portions of the second 
layer source electrodes; and 

wherein said electrode for gate external connection is 
provided at the center of the commonly connected 
portion of said third layer gate electrodes. 

2. An insulated gate semiconductor device according to 
claim 1, wherein said third opening portion for connecting 
said gate conductive layer to said ?rst gate metal conductive 
layer to form said each of said gate electrodes is provided in 
said ?rst interval insulator at a plurality of locations for each 
gate electrode. 

3. An insulated gate semiconductor device according to 
claim 1, wherein a reach-through layer having the ?rst 
conductivity type is provided in said semiconductor layer 
directly under said extended portion of each of said second 
layer source electrodes in such a manner as to reach said 
semiconductor substrate. and a bottom surface source elec 
trode is provided on the bottom surface of said semicon 
ductor substrate. 

4. An insulator gate semiconductor device according to 
claim 3. wherein said reach-through layer is provided in a 
portion separated from a corresponding said channel region 
directly under each of said extended portions of said sacond 
layer source electrodes. 
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5. An insulator gate semiconductor device according to 6. An insulated gate semiconductor device according to 
any one of claims 1 to 4. wherein at least one base layer any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein each of said gate 
having the ?rst conductivity type is further provided in both conductive layers is comprised of a polycrystalline silicon or 
one of said channel regions and under one of said source a metal silicide. 
regions of said semiconductor layer in such a manner as to 5 
reach said semiconductor substrate. 


